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ABSTRACT 

This project is on “Jobskillbd.com”. This is an web based Online Job portal application, 

which will help the job seeker to find job and apply job. Also help to create strong cv and 

cover letter and help to take job preparation. On the other hand Employer can post job 

circular and filtering cv using specific keyword from huge amount of cv and select job 

seeker. The aim of the web Application is to build a better application to provide online 

job portal system. Job seeker can create cv and download different types of CV and 

Cover for different types of job. And jobseeker can able to upload their resume and video 

resume in the system. After creating cv job seeker can able to apply job. Job seeker can 

get recommendation and notification for matched job. Job seeker can search job using 

specific keyword and job type. Both type of user can follow and unfollow each other. In 

this system admin can manage database and perform specific action. To develop this 

project the most essential devices are computer and smart phone to test the application. 

Need computer and xampp server for localhost. On the other hand we needed sublime 

text editor for web application coding. With this web application Job seekers and 

employers will get benefits and it will easy to job finding and job recruitment process. 

Employer can post job circular easily and job seeker will find and apply job without 

trouble. This is the main purpose of our project. So, I think it will help all the job seekers 

and employer. They will done a lots of thing by this web application. After 

implementation of all features, the system is tested in different devises and it works 

successfully as a prototype. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

This is a web based application. This application is designed by web engineering 

technique. Actually this is a job portal for people seeking jobs and the employers who 

need great people in Bangladesh. Our aim is to help the people find jobs in different 

sector. Basically this application is a career management site that is the best way for 

people find jobs and apply, and companies recruit top talent. By this application job 

seekers connect directly with employers and this help the job seekers manage their career 

more efficiently. This site will also help employers to solve problems that combined with 

traditional recruiting methods and allow them to save time and money. This job portal 

help to create cv and cover letter for new job seeker and also provide different type of cv 

for different type of jobs. This is internet based site and dynamic site and this site is able 

to attract to the internet users. In this site job information will updates regularly. It 

provides facility for posting job to the employers and posting resume to the job seekers 

and online application. The site is able to get good response from many organizations 

who use online job advertisement facility, online CV bank access and online application 

receiving and processing facility of this application. This application also detect vulgar 

post on the site. 

1.2 Motivation 

This world is changing every time. And we have to walk with this running world 

proportionally. That's why we need digitalization in every sector and for this we need 

internet based application. In current situation of our country job sector also depend on 

the internet, so we need internet based application that helps on the job sector. Our 

country has some kind of internet based job portal in which user can get information 

about job, can give job post and so on. But it is limited and not enough good qualified. In 

our country, there is a lack of good quality job portal. By that site job seeker do not get 

the right advice for what they want to emphasize in their preferred career. On the other 
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hand employers (company) are face many difficulties to choose CV among the large 

amount of CV. Sometimes it is seen that some people make vulgar post in different site 

for creating embarrassing situation. For this different problem we are motivated to create 

this type of application.   

1.3  Objectives 

In this present market there are exist a lots of job portal application. They have a lots of 

good contents. But the main problem is that other site do not provide cover letter and CV 

template for job seekers and do not also provide for employers to find out worthy CV 

from huge amount of CV. Our web-application aims to explore maximum benefits of the 

Internet to create strong CV, different type of CV templates, post job circular, apply job 

easily, suggests matched job to job seekers  and detect vulgar word. With those feature 

we are going to make this web based application. 

1.4  Expected Outcome 

Expected outcome is making a wed based platform which will help all the users who are 

wanted to get job and give job. They can easily to do complete their work with more 

interest by using this application. This application will provide for job seekers to find job 

circular and apply job easily and also provide different type of CV templates, strong CV 

and suggest matched jobs to the job seekers. It will also provide for company to post job 

circular, to find out worthy CV from huge amount of CV. This application will also 

detect vulgarism. This features will help the user on the job sector with pleasure.  
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1.5 Report Layout 

In chapter 1: It has given something about this application.  In this chapter motivation is 

also given . Why job seeker and employer should use this application. Then some 

objective is given here. And then expected outcome also given here.  

In chapter 2: It will provide background about this kind of application. Related works 

about this application. What I have studied about this application. That will also give in 

this chapter. Scope of this problem and challenges will provide in this application.  

In chapter 3:  Firstly this chapter will provide information about business process model 

that means (BPM). Then it will provide requirement collection and analysis. The total 

result about the requirement and the analysis. After that use case model and logical data 

model will provide. Then requirement is given. 

In chapter 4: In this chapter all the design process are here like font-end design, back-

end design, interaction design and UX and the last thing of this chapter in 

implementation requirement. 

In chapter 5: This chapter discussed about the implementation of database, front-end 

designs, implementation and interactions, testing implementation and the test results 

of the project.   

In chapter 6: I have discussed about the conclusion of my application, limitation and the 

scope for further developments of my project 
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CHAPTER 2 

 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

The first web browser, World Wide Web, was developed in 1990 by Tim Berners-Lee for 

the NeXT Computer (at the same time as the first web server for the same machine) and 

introduced to his colleagues at CERN in March 1991 [1]. 

Bdjobs.com Ltd. is the first and leading career management site in our country. They 

started this venture on July 2000 [2]. A web-based application is any program that is 

accessed over a network connection using HTTP, rather than existing within a device's 

memory. Web-based applications often run inside a web browser. Web-based 

applications are also known as web apps [3]. From that time people are using this feature 

in every platform. Now a day some other people using web application for creating job 

portal and other e-commerce and e-business. 

2.2 Related Works 

There are a lots of platform who have been use web-based application. Bdjobs is a 

platform where web-based online job portal application already used. They provide job 

circular, provides facility to the job seekers for posting resume and online application. 

The site has also been able to get good response from a large number of organizations in 

the country who use online job advertisement facility, online CV bank access and online 

application receiving and processing facility [2]. Chakri.com, skilljobs.com is also this 

kind of application. 

2.3 Comparative Studies 

Bdjobs.com and chakri.com are online job portal. Where anyone can get easily find and 

apply job creating CV. They provide many type of facilities like by this site job seeker 

can find information any kind of job, they can upload CV for getting job purpose, 

employers can be able to post job circular, job seeker able to apply job. They provide one 

CV templet for download but our system can provide different types of cv templet for 

different type of job. They do not provide cover letter based on CV but our system 
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provide cover letter based on cv. Vulgar word detection mechanism are not present in 

their site but this system is available in our site. 

2.4 Scope of the Problem 

Some web application provided real time chatting system to communicate with others 

user. But we cannot able to adding this feature. This is a problem. On the other hands if a 

lot of people use this application at the same time then it can be slow and that is another 

problem in this application. Besides we need to use some analytical algorithms to do 

better but we cannot. To make this application we had to learn about some other 

technology like AJAX and CURD. 

2.5 Challenges 

To develop this application our first challenge was to learn web-based application 

development. Then we had to do more study about web development as if this application 

can fulfill user’s expectation. AJAX, CRUD and validation operation was big challenge 

to us. Ajax (asynchronous JavaScript and XML) is a method for site loading that retrieves 

server data for specific elements without reloading the whole page. If your template 

uses Ajax loading, your site only loads the content that's visible, rather than all the 

content on the page at once [4]. CRUD for Create, Read, Update and Delete. We can do 

this operation by CRUD. We know that different job sector prefer different type of CV 

template so to design different type of CV template according to their demand. And 

provide cover letter based on cv this feature was very much challenging for us. The main 

challenge for us to promote our online job portal. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

3.1 Business Process Modeling  

Job seeker, employer and admin these are the entities. Job seeker can find & apply for job 

and create CV in an online platform by using this web application. Employer can post 

job, searching CV and filtering cv by login his account. Admin can add any kind of user 

in this web application. If necessary, Admin also can update & delete user information. 

After login job seeker can apply for job and get notification for recommended job. User 

also update their profile information by login this system. After posting the job employer 

can filter cv and search cv using his required specification. This web application can 

using as a online Job portal. All the posting job and recommended job will show in the 

job seeker dashboard.  

3.2 Requirement Collection & Analysis 

Job Seeker: Sometimes Job seeker faced some problem when he/she create cv and 

searching for job. This problem faced all types of job seekers. They can’t understand 

which type of cv is need for which type of sector. And they can’t find all jobs 

information. In this web application will help them to solve this kind of problem. All the 

job seeker can use same type of cv structure for all types of jobs. But it’s a main mistake. 

Our web application is provided different types of cv templet and cover letter for 

different types of jobs. Every day many job circular are posted but job seeker can’t know 

all job circular. But in our system can notified all recommended job. This is a great 

opportunity to them to solve the problem. That’s why is web application is an appropriate 

platform for Job seekers. 

Employer: Sometimes employer faced some problem when they want to post new job 

circular. Basically This problem mainly faced all types of company. But our system solve 

those problem, cause using our site employer can easily post job circular. Employer can 

faced another problem when they filter cv from huge amount of cv. This problem is solve 

using our web application because our web application provide cv filter option by 
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required specification. In This reason our system is very much helpful for any type of 

employers. 

Admin: Admin faced problem generally when admin notice any unwanted things happen 

in a system. In this kind of problem admin need to permission to perform some specific 

action such as delete, update, maintenance database. In our system we provide those 

types of action for admin panel.  

3.3 Use Case Modeling & Description 

Figure 3.3.1: Use Case Model of The System 
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Use Case Description:  In software and systems engineering, a use case is a list of 

actions or event steps typically defining the interactions between a role (known in the 

Unified Modeling Language as an actor) and a system to achieve a goal. The actor can be 

a human or other external system [5]. In this application there is job seeker who can find 

and apply job, create cv. The system will provide a outcome on the basis of his activity 

[Figure 3.3.1].  

Table 3.3.1: Use case description of search Job. 

 

Table 3.3.2: Use case description of Apply Job. 

 

 

Use Case 01 Search Job 

Primary Actor Job Seeker 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition A Job seeker need to internet connection and browsing our 

site for job search and click the search icon for searching job. 

Main Success Scenario Click the search icon with specific keyword and find job 

post. 

Exception Scenario No data found because of internet connection or keyword 

problem 

Use Case 02 Apply Job 

Primary Actor Job Seeker 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition A Job seeker going to login to account apply for a job and 

click the apply icon for specific job. 

Main Success Scenario Click the apply icon for specific job and apply successfully. 

Exception Scenario Unsuccessful apply because of internet connection or 

uploading problem. 
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Table 3.3.3: Use case description of Upload Resume. 

 

Table 3.3.4: Use case description of CV Create. 

 

Table 3.3.5: Use case description of CV and Cover Letter Download. 

Use Case 03 Upload Resume 

Primary Actor Job Seeker 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Login in the system. 

Main Success Scenario Job seeker will store their resume in system and use it when 

employer want. 

Exception Scenario Unable to upload resume for internet problem or server 

problem. 

Use Case 04 Create CV 

Primary Actor Job Seeker 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Login in the system and internet connection. 

Main Success Scenario Job Seeker can create standard and strong CV and able to 

apply job successfully. 

Exception Scenario server problem and submit problem for internet connection. 

Use Case 05 CV and Cover Letter Download 

Primary Actor Job Seeker 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Login in the system and needed 60 % completed CV 

Main Success Scenario Job Seeker will login in the portal with proper email and 

password then able to download different type of cv with 

cover letter. 

Exception Scenario Downloading error for internet connection or server 

problem 
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Table 3.3.6: Use case description of registration. 

 

Table 3.3.7: Use case description of login. 

 

Table 3.3.8: Use case description of follow. 

 

 

Use Case 06 Registration 

Primary Actor Jobseeker/Admin/Employer 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Must need email account and Internet connection. 

Main Success Scenario Job Seeker/ Admin/Supervisor will give their email and 

provided required information correctly to registration in 

the portal. 

Exception Scenario Email problem, Database problem, Internet problem, server 

problem. 

Use Case 07 Login 

Primary Actor Jobseeker/Admin/Employer 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Must need email account and Internet connection. 

Main Success Scenario Job Seeker/ Admin/Supervisor will give the email and 

password correctly to login in the portal. 

Exception Scenario Database problem, Internet problem, server problem. 

Use Case 08 Follow 

Primary Actor Employer / Job Seeker 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Login in the system and internet connection. 

Main Success Scenario Employer/Job Seeker will give the email and password 

correctly to login in the portal, then they can follow job 

seeker and employer. 

Exception Scenario Internet problem, server problem. 
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Table 3.3.9: Use case description of post job. 

 

Table 3.3.10: Use case description of Search and Filtering. 

 

Table 3.3.11: Use case description of Add/Update/Delete job. 

 

 

Use Case 09 Post Job 

Primary Actor Employer. 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Login and internet Connection and complete company 

profile. 

Main Success Scenario Employer will give the email and password correctly to 

login in the portal, then able to post Job Circular. 

Exception Scenario Internet problem, server problem. 

Use Case 10 Search and Filtering 

Primary Actor Employer/Admin 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Login, Internet Connection and must post job circular. 

Main Success Scenario Employer/ Admin will give the email and password 

correctly to login in the portal, then able to CV search and 

CV filtering using specific keyword. 

Exception Scenario Internet Connection and database problem 

Use Case 11 Add/Update/Delete job 

Primary Actor Employer 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Login, Internet Connection and must post job circular. 

Main Success Scenario Employer will give the email and password correctly to 

login in the portal, then able to add Job, update job post and 

delete job post successfully. 

Exception Scenario Internet Connection and server problem. 
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Table 3.3.12: Use case description of Perform Specific Action. 

 

Table 3.3.13: Use case description of Manage database. 

 

Table 3.3.14: Use case description of Get notification. 

 

 

Use Case 12 Perform Specific Action 

Primary Actor Admin 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Login and Internet Connection. 

Main Success Scenario Admin will give the email and password correctly to login 

in the portal, then able to some specific action such as 

disable posted job, hide something etc. successfully. 

Exception Scenario Database problem 

Use Case 13 Perform Specific Action 

Primary Actor Admin 

Secondary Actor Null 

Pre-Condition Need data base access. 

Main Success Scenario Admin will give the email and password correctly to login 

system panel, then able to manage database successfully. 

Exception Scenario  Database and server problem. 

Use Case 13 Get notification 

Primary Actor Job seeker/Employer. 

Secondary Actor System 

Pre-Condition Login in the system and need internet connection. 

Main Success Scenario Job Seeker/ Employer will give the email and password 

correctly to login in the portal and get notification for 

specific issue. 

Exception Scenario Unsuccessful apply because of internet connection or 

uploading problem. 
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3.4 Logical Data Model 

An entity relationship diagram (ERD) shows the relationships of entity sets stored in a 

database. An entity in this context is a component of data. In other words, ER diagrams 

illustrate the logical structure of databases [6]. Logical data model describes data those 

are stored in database as deep as possible. It includes all entities and relationship among 

them. Actually Logical data model presents the Entity Relationship Diagram called E-R 

diagram. In E-R diagram all attributes for each entity are specified. The primary key, 

foreign key and other attributes are specified in the diagram. In figure below we have 

shown the ER diagram of our application [Figure 3.4.1]. 

Figure 3.4.1: E-R diagram of the System 
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3.5 Design Requirements 

Designing a system from the front end & back end play the main role as they are 

responsible to run the system smoothly. I have followed below points. 

User Friendly: The application must be user friendly so that the job seeker can easily 

find  and apply job. And employer can easily post job and filter cv. 

Compatible to various Device: There are a lots of device and device to device screen 

size is differ. That’s we use responsive website. So this application will support any size 

of screen. 

Efficient: To run faster we have tried to keep this online job portal as light as possible. 

Now I am going to discuss some extra feature:  

 This system will contain three types of users like job seeker, employer and Admin. 

 Only Employer will post the job. 

 Only Admin will can delete, update and create user and user info. If necessary. 

 Job seeker will get notification when post new job.  

 Employer can filter cv from huge amount of cv. 

 Any user can’t input any vulgar word in our system, our system can able to detect 

vulgar word.  

 Student can get the number after s/he attended in the exam. 

 Admin can delete Subject, chapter and question also. 

 Employer must need to registration.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

A design specification is a detailed document providing information about a designed 

product or process. For example, the design specification must include all necessary 

drawings, dimensions, environmental factors, ergonomic factors, aesthetic factors, 

maintenance that will be needed, etc. It may also give specific examples of how the 

design should be executed, helping others work properly (a guideline for what the person 

should do) [7]. In this section we will show the front-end and back-end design of our 

application together with admin panel, job seeker panel and employer panel. We will also 

discuss about different tools and platforms that are used in our project. 

4.1 Front-end Design 

Frontend web development is the practice of converting data to graphical interface for 

user to view and interact with data through digital interaction using HTML, CSS and 

JavaScript [8]. We have three sides of front-end design. One side for job seeker, other 

one side for employer and another side for admin. We say it before that in our project 

internet is a common fact. So now we will discuss about job seeker’s front-end design 

then gradually we will discuss about employer and admin panel. 

          Figure 4.1.1: Home page of Jobskillbd.com 
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Registration & Login page for User: There is registration page for user. If job seeker 

wants to apply for job and want to get notification for recommended job then he/she must 

need to complete registration by provide information. And employer must need to 

registration for every types of action. After registration employer can post job circular, cv 

filtering and cv search. Employer can also update his/her profile.  Registration login page 

shown in figure 4.1.2 , 4.1.3 and figure 4.1.4. 

 

                

Figure 4.1.2: Job Seeker Registration page.        Figure 4.1.3: Employer Registration page 
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Figure 4.1.4: User Login Page. 

Job Seeker Dashboard: After login job seeker can able to view his/her dashboard. In 

this dashboard job seeker see his/her all information at a glance. Job seeker dashboard 

page shown in figure 4.1.5. 

Figure 4.1.5: Job Seeker Dashboard. 
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View and download resume page: After login job seeker can able to view his/her 

resume and download the resume and cover letter. View and download resume page 

shown in figure 4.1.6.  

 

Figure 4.1.6: View and download Resume. 

Resume visitor and follower View page: Job seeker can able to view how many 

employer visited his/her resume and how many follow him/her. Resume visitor and 

follower view page shown in figure 4.1.7. 

Figure 4.1.7: Resume Visited and follower. 
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User Profile update page: After login user can able to update their profile. They can 

change every information if they want. Profile update page shown in figure 4.1.8.  

 

Figure 4.1.8: Update resume. 

Resume and extra file Upload page: After login user can able to upload his/her resume 

and career related information in his/her account. Resume and extra file upload page 

shown in figure 4.1.9.  

 

Figure 4.1.9: Upload and preview file. 
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Job search and Job category View page: Job seeker can able to view job circular 

without login the system. And user can search job using specific keyword. Job search and 

category view page shown in figure 4.1.10. 

 

Figure 4.1.10: Job search and Job category. 

 

Figure 4.1.11: Preferred and matched job list. 
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Job Circular post page: After login employer can able to post job circular. He/She 

provide valid information in those form field then he/she can post job circular. Job 

circular posting form shown in figure 4.1.12.  

 

Figure 4.1.12: Job circular Post page. 

 Figure 4.1.13: Applied applicants Showing page. 
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CV search and filtering page: After login employer can able to search and filter cv 

using required specification. Employer select required keyword and click search icon 

then he/she can get filtered CV. CV search and filtering page shown in figure 4.1.14.  

 

Figure 4.1.14: CV search and filtering page. 

User setting page: After login user can able to change his/her user name, email, 

password in setting section. User Setting page shown in figure 4.1.15. 

 

Figure 4.1.15: User Setting page. 
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Cover letter template page: There is cover letter template page for the jobseeker. After 

login job seeker can able to view his/her cover letter and download the cover letter. Cover 

letter template page shown in figure 4.1.16. 

 

Figure 4.1.16: Cover letter template page. 

Job preparation content page: There is job preparation content page for the user. User 

can able to get access job preparation content with login or without login in the system. 

They can take preparation in specific subject. Job preparation content page shown in 

figure 4.1.17. 

Figure 4.1.17: Job preparation content page. 
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Login page for Admin: There is home page for the admin. This Page is not showing in 

the system feature for security purpose. For accessing this page admin need to provide url 

address. Admin has to input the mail address and password and give security questions 

answer for login the system. Admin login page shown in figure 4.1.18. 

 

Figure 4.1.18: Admin login page. 

Admin panel Action: After login admin can take action. Those action are update, delete, 

add user information. Those action will be maintains system properly. Admin action 

panel shown in figure 4.1.19. 

 

Figure 4.1.19: Admin Action panel page. 
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4.2 Back-end Design 

Back end development refers to the server side of an application and everything that 

communicates between the database and the browser [9]. It is a logical part of an 

application that works in the back-end. There are many factors in back-end design like 

the scripting languages and the server side language, automated framework, database 

management, security, authentication, authorization, data parsing, data validating, data 

backups and so on. Shown in figure 4.2.1. I developed “Jobskillbd.com” online job portal 

using php, html, css, javaScript, ajax which is a server side language. In this web 

application all the logical thing and xampp local host server provide us the MySQL 

database in figure 4.2.1 for saving the data information and the work flow of the 

software. In local hosting we got xampp control panel which has the all the access of the 

database and code also database in figure 4.2.1 for saving the data information and the 

work flow of the software. 

Web development is the coding or programming that enables website functionality, per 

the owner's requirements. It mainly deals with the non-design aspect of building 

websites, which includes coding and writing markup [10] 

Figure 4.2.1: control panel of the system 
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Figure 4.2.2: Full Database of the system. 

 

Figure 4.2.3: Job seeker personal info table. 
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Figure 4.2.4: Educational information table (Job seeker) 

Figure 4.2.5: Targeted job table (Job seeker) 
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Figure 4.2.6: Registration table (Employer).  

 

Figure 4.2.7: Job circular post table. 
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Figure 4.2.8: Job category table. 

 

Figure 4.2.9: Circular status table. 

  

Figure 4.2.10: Admin login table. 
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4.3 Interaction Design and UX 

Interaction design, often abbreviated as IxD, is "the practice of designing interactive 

digital products, environments, systems, and services." While the digital side of this 

statement is true, interaction design is also useful when creating physical (non-digital) 

products, exploring how a user might interact with it [11]. Interaction design is a proper 

way that observes the interaction between a system and its user. Actually interaction 

design is the processes which understand the user problem, process the problem and find 

out the results, perform actions by the respecting results and solve the problem. 

On the other hand, user experience focuses on the overall experience design between a 

user and an application. In our web application, employer can post job circular and 

filtering CV using keyword. And Job seeker can search job and apply job and also create 

their cv.Both user can helpful using the web application. For UX we have tested it by 

fifteen peoples. In those people thirteen are said the interface of the application is enough 

user friendly. Two of them said it ok but it will be very good if you add demo 

promotional slider. Based on their comment we can say that this application’s UI is user 

friendly. 

 

4.4 Implementation of Requirements 

To implement this project We need sublime text editor for PHP, HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, 

java script, Ajax coding and xampp server for localhost. We need Photoshop to design 

UI/UX. We need all the tool to work with this project already we have discussed above. 

Our application is web base that’s why we need to domain name and hosting space. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

5.1 Implementation of Database 

The implementation phase is where we install the DBMS on the required hardware, 

optimize the database to run best on that hardware and software platform, and create the 

database and load the data.  Create the database and tables. Load the data [12]. The 

database implementation means where we install the DBMS on the required hardware, 

optimize the database to run best on that hardware and software platform, and create the 

database and load the data. 

5.2 Implementation of Front-end Design 

We have tried to better front-end design in this online job portal web application. We 

used  HTML5,CSS3,PHP Ajax, Jquery, Bootstrap for front end design and java script 

that’s makes the better user interface. In front end implantation we used font awesome for 

better look and better font. We want to make the user friendly and attractive design in our 

web application project. So that all user and all types of user can easily use our system. 

5.3 Implementation of Interactions 

Here to make our system interactive We have implemented responsive UI for better user 

experience. In the cases make things easy we use icon, text link and button. The system 

design of our application is user friendly. 

 

5.4 Testing Implementation 

System Testing is a level of the software testing where a complete and integrated 

software is tested. The purpose of this test is to evaluate the system's compliance with the 

specified requirements. Definition by ISTQB. system testing: The process of testing an 

integrated system to verify that it meets specified [13]. Testing implementation is process 

of testing for implementation of a system, where a tester or system architect will see 

cases and specification, is it implementable or have limitations to develop this system.   
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Table 5.4.1: Test case evaluation 

Test case Test input Expected 

outcome 

Obtained 

outcome 

Pass

/ 

Fail 

Tested 

on 

1. Login Login by various 

browser 

Login 

successfully 

Successful 

login 

pass 07-10-

18 

2. Update 

information 

Need to input 

information from 

user account. 

Information 

will be 

updated in 

the 

database. 

Information 

have been 

updated in the 

database. 

pass 20-10-

18 

3. CV Create Need to input cv 

information in 

the job seeker’s 

profile 

Cv 

information 

will be 

added in the 

database. 

Cv information 

have been 

added in the 

database. 

Pass 20-10-

18 

4. Job Circular 

post 

Input job 

information in 

the employers 

panel. 

Job post 

added in the 

database and 

visible for 

user 

Successfully 

added in 

database and 

visible for 

user. 

pass 21-10-

18 

5. Interface 

testing 

Check in various 

types of device. 

Every 

device 

support 

perfectly 

Supported in 

all device & 

browser 

Pass 21-10-

18 

6. Vulgar word 

detection 

Need to input 

vulgar word in 

any input field 

Detect 

vulgar word 

and show 

warning. 

Successfully 

detect vulgar 

word and show 

warning. 

Pass 21-10-

18 
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7. Apply Job Need to apply 

posted job. 

Apply 

successfully 

for posted 

job and 

show 

message 

Successfully 

apply and 

show 

confirmation 

message. 

Pass 22-10-

18 

8. Search Job Input specific 

key word in 

search field and 

click search icon 

Show 

specific job. 

Show specific 

job 

successfully. 

Pass 22-10-

18 

9. Cv and Cover 

letter 

download 

Need to login 

going to view 

resume option 

and click 

download icon 

Download 

Cv and 

cover 

successfully. 

Successfully 

Download cv 

and cover 

letter. 

Pass 23-10-

18 

10. Cv search and 

filtering 

Need to login 

going to Cv 

search option and 

input keyword 

and click search 

icon 

Show 

matched Cv. 

Successfully 

show matched 

Cv. 

Pass 23-10-

18 

11. Add, Update, 

Delete posted 

Job 

Need to login 

and going to 

circular post 

option and click 

add/update/delete 

action. 

If click add 

job circular 

is added, if 

click delete 

posted job 

circular 

deleted. 

Successfully 

added, updated 

and deleted job 

post. 

pass 23-10-

18 
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12. Notification 

Test 

Need to go user 

dashboard. 

Notification 

icon show 

how many 

notification 

received. 

Successfully 

show 

notification. 

pass 23-10-

18 

13. Application 

not responding 

Application is 

testing in various 

device. 

No 

responding 

is very 

much rare. 

ANR problem 

ration is very 

much rare like 

0.01% 

Pass 16-10-

18 

5.5 Test Results and Reports 

Test report is needed to reflect testing results in a formal way, which gives an opportunity 

to estimate testing result quickly. It is a document that records data obtained from an 

evaluation experiment in an organization manner, describe the environmental or 

operating conditions, and shows the comparison of test results with objectives. 

In this chapter we have shown that all the test case test input, expected output, actual 

output and finally we find our results and the test result was quite successful. Our 

application is satisfied by the user. Usability testing examines the following feature of our 

web application. 

 How easy it is to use the application? 

 How convenient is the application to end-user? 

So at the end of the development we can carry out the results as the benefits of usability 

testing to the end of the user or learner. 

 Better application. 

 User friendly and better UI for design. 

 Application is more understandability accepted by users. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

6.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

All the thanks go to almighty ALLAH who has blessed us with this innovative idea. 

Thanks to our supervisor who have help me a lot to complete this project successfully. 

The idea is to make an interactive Web based application that will interact between job 

seeker and employer by applying job and posting job. We still need to cross a lot of 

hurdle to make it fully functional. By the grace of one & only almighty ALLAH if we can 

do this, it will help job seeker to find all types of job and create powerful cv, Employer 

can easily post job and recruit candidate easily. So this web application will give a great 

outcome we hope.  

6.2 Limitations 

 Do not have real time chatting system in this application 

 Need to added analysis system for specific sector. 

 Need to increase security issue. 

 Result is now count in Share Preferences. 

 Only developed in android platform. 

 Some features need to be included such as exam system, Video interview system. 

6.3 Scope for Future Developments 

 Our mission is to make this web application converted into MVC format. 

 Our application’s data needs more storage in future, so we will add this with 

our own server and database. 

 We will add human resources management system in our system. 

 We will add real time chat system, online exam system and video viva system in 

our system. 
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